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ABSTRACT In view of the complex nonlinear relationship between the shearer mining rate and the cutting
specific energy consumption in a fully mechanized mining face, the optimal combination of shearer motion
parameters and geometric parameters is studied to achieve green mining by improving the coal mining
rate and reducing the cutting specific energy consumption. The orthogonal virtual test of the shearer’s
working performance is carried out using the discrete element software EDEM. The evaluation indexes
of the shearer’s working performance are the coal mining rate and the cutting specific energy consumption.
The results of the research based on the discrete element method are analyzed by the regression method. The
regression equation of the evaluation indexes is calculated by SPSS software, and the three-dimensional
contour map is drawn by MATLAB. The influence rule of the research factors on the evaluation index
is determined. By optimizing the evaluation index, the optimal combination of parameters after shearer
rounding is obtained: the drum speed is 74.1 r/min, the hub diameter is 321.8 mm, and the pick angle is
22.3◦. The coal mining rate is 80.71%, and the cutting specific energy consumption is 585.64 w · h/m3. The
simulation results are verified by experiments, which demonstrate the accuracy and feasibility of using the
discrete element method to study the energy consumption of the shearer’s mining rate and cutting ratio.

INDEX TERMS Shearer, discrete element, cutting specific energy consumption, mining rate, rotary
orthogonal test.

I. INTRODUCTION
The shearer is one of the key pieces of equipment in the
integrated manufacturing system of ‘‘three machines’’ in
fully mechanized mining. Its working conditions are both
bad and complex. There is a complex nonlinear relationship
between the coal mining rate and the cutting specific energy
consumption [1]–[3]. Searching for appropriate means and
methods to carry out research on the shearer, by changing its
motion parameters and geometric parameters to improve its
coal mining performance and reduce its energy consumption,
could not only conserve significant manpower and financial
resources but also have far-reaching effects on the sustainable
development of green coal mining [4]–[7].

The ‘‘three machines’’ of a fully mechanized mining face
cooperate with each other; the shearer undertakes the task of
coal breaking, and the scraper conveyor and hydraulic sup-
port undertake the tasks of coal transportation and support,
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respectively. Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of longwall mining
by shearer in a fully mechanized mining face.

In Fig. 1, the shearer is close to the coal seam, and its body
is mounted on the chute of the scraper conveyor. Driven by
the haulage device, the shearer moves back and forth along
the chute of the scraper conveyor to perform the coal cutting
operation. The scraper conveyor is positioned along the coal
seam and connected with the hydraulic support through the
push jack, and the hydraulic support is responsible for con-
veying the scraper. At the same time, the hydraulic support
timely follows up the roof of the shearer after the goaf.

As a key index for evaluating the working performance of
the shearer, the coal mining rate directly affects the produc-
tivity, load fluctuation, tool wear, dust output and dynamic
reliability of the shearer [8]–[14].With the rapid development
of the world economy and coal industry, more and more
scholars and manufacturers have applied different methods
to the study of fully mechanized mining face shearers. Most
of the studies on shearer mining rate are theoretical research,
tests and finite element analysis [8], [15]–[17]. Miller et al.
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FIGURE 1. Diagram of longwall mining in a fully mechanized mining face.

studied the influence of hydraulic fracturing on the coal
mining rate and constructed a method to improve the coal
mining rate of thick and hard coal seams through pulse water
prefracturing technology [18]. Li et al. studied the influ-
ence of drum steering on coal mining performance through
theoretical and experimental research. The test results show
that drum reversal is 2.03% [19] higher than that of forward
steering. Freebairn et al. analyzed the mining mechanism
of the shearer by the finite element method and, from the
structural and kinematic parameters of the drum, analyzed
the various factors affecting the mining rate of the shearer,
obtaining the influence rules of the blade helical angle, trac-
tion speed and drum speed on mining performance by using
a coal rock cutting test bench [20]. Sdvyzhkova et al. put
forward an exponential curve shearer drum and carried out
an experimental study on the drum. The results show that
the shearer drum with this structure is 6% [21] higher than
the cylindrical shearer drum. Svobodova et al. compared the
mining effect of a conical cylinder hub drum and cylindrical
cylinder hub drum via an underground test. The results show
that the mining rate of the conical cylinder hub drum is higher
than that of the cylindrical cylinder hub drum, and the lump
coal rate of the conical cylinder hub drum is also significantly
higher than that of the cylindrical cylinder hub drum [22].
Arteag et al. studied the influence of blade rotation and
mining technology on the effect of small-diameter shearer
drum mining by means of experiments and put forward the
mining scheme of one-way coal cutting and one-knife round
trip [23]. Tyulenev et al. designed four types of cutter arrange-
ment drums for a cutting test. Through the test, the relation-
ship between the cutter arrangement and the shearer mining
rate was found [24]. However, a test of coal cutting and
crushing process on the physical prototype has great data
perturbation, which makes it difficult to accurately identify
the required operating parameters and data acquisition. The
traditional design and test cycle is long, the cost is high,
and many hypotheses involved in the theoretical deduction
are not consistent with the actual situation. Based on the
traditional continuum mechanics, the finite element method

regards coal mining as continuous contact force, which is
directly used to calculate and simulate the specific cutting
and breaking process of coal and rock, and it cannot meet
the analysis requirements. The coal and rock cut by a shearer
drum is granular and has the property of granular matter.
The discrete element method is the main method for solving
the problem of the discontinuous granular group at present.
From the previous studies and search results, it is known that,
although the shearer’s mining rate has been analyzed and
discussed, it is still unknown how to improve the mining rate
when considering the specific energy consumption of cutting.
Therefore, this paper uses the discrete element method to
study the combination of the shearer mining rate and the
cutting specific energy consumption. The main contributions
of this paper are summarized as follows:

(1) This paper takes the MG160/375-QWD shearer as the
research carrier, regards high coal mining rate and low cutting
specific energy consumption as the research objective, and
develops the coal particle contact model in the discrete ele-
ment method through an Application Programming Interface
(API) (the EDEM API is used to customize and extend the
functions of EDEM; the API uses standard C++ scripts
to allow researchers to add features to new particle contact
models, simulation characteristics, and custom particle facto-
ries, thus realizing various functions, such as particle break-
age in simulation). The discrete element software EDEM is
used to simulate the scheme of quadratic orthogonal rotation
combination.

(2) The regression equation of the coal mining rate and
cutting specific energy consumption is calculated by SPSS
software, and the three-dimensional contour map is drawn by
MATLAB. The influence law of the factors studied on the
coal mining rate and cutting specific energy consumption is
determined, and the optimal combination of parameters of the
shearer with high efficiency and low consumption is obtained.

(3) The simulation results are verified by experiments,
which show that it is feasible to use the discrete element
method to analyze and optimize the energy consumption
of the shearer’s mining rate and cutting ratio. The research
results provide theoretical reference and basis for rational
design and selection of the shearer’s motion parameters and
geometric parameters in the future and promote the realiza-
tion of green coal mining.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the particle contact model and kinemat-
ics model. Section 3 studies the working performance of the
shearer based on EDEM. Section 4 presents the experimental
verification, and section 5 summarizes the paper.

II. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE MODEL
A. DISCRETE ELEMENT MODEL
In the study of the discrete element method, the main contact
models are the Hertz-Mindlin (no slip) built-in model, Hertz-
Mindlin bond model, linear bond contact model, moving sur-
face contact model, linear elastic contact model and frictional
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charge contact model [25]. In this study, it is considered that
there is no adhesion between particles, so the contact model
between coal particles and shearer is the Hertz-Mindlin (no
slip) built-in model [26]. The normal force between coal
particles in the model is as follows:

Fn =
4
3
E∗(R∗)1/2α3/2 (1)

In formula 1, R∗ is the equivalent coal particle radius, α is
the contact radius, and E∗ is the equivalent elastic modulus.
Its expression is as follows:

1
E∗
=

1− v21
E1
+

1− v22
E2

(2)

In formula 2, the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of
coal particle 1 are E1 and ν1, and the elastic modulus and
Poisson’s ratio of coal particle 2 are E2 and ν2. The tangential
force between coal particles is:

Ft = −8G∗
√
R∗αδ (3)

In formula 3, δ is the tangential overlap, and G∗ is the
equivalent shear modulus, which is expressed as follows:

G∗ =
2− ν21
G1

+
2− ν22
G2

(4)

In formula 4, G1 is the shear modulus of coal particle 1,
and G2 is the shear modulus of coal particle 2. Therefore,
the settings of the elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio and shear
modulus of the particles in the model will have an important
influence on the calculation results based on the discrete
element method.

B. MINING PROCESS MODEL
The contact between coal particles and shearer is mainly
divided into two important parts: the drum pick and drum
blade. Ignoring the gravity of coal particles, the force of coal
particles on the pick of the drum is analyzed (Fig. 2).

FIGURE 2. Force analysis of coal particles on the pick.

The force balance equation of coal particles is obtained as
follows: {

Fx = FN (cosβ − µ sinβ)
Fy = FN (cosβ + µ cosβ)

(5)

In the formula, Fx is the axial coal throwing force, N; Fy
is the tangential force of coal particles, N; µ is the friction
coefficient; FN is the supporting force of the pick on the coal
particles, N; β is the helical angle of the pick, (◦). The mining
power of the drum can be obtained from formula 5 and the
rotational speed:

Pz =
[FN (sinβ + µ cosβ)] vq

1000
(6)

In the formula, vq is the tangential velocity of coal particles,
m/s, and the drum mining power Pz in formula 6 can be
expressed as:

Pz =
0.1dtvmSr

n
(7)

In the model, dt is the rolling diameter of the shearer,
mm; vm is the cutting line speed of the shearer, m/s; Sr is
the resistance coefficient; the values of the plates with and
without stoppers are 420 and 1150, N/c m; n is the rotational
speed of the shearer drum, r/min. Through the relationship
between Formula 3 and Formula 4, it is concluded that:

FN =
100cosγcdtvmSr

πn2dl sinβ sin(β + γc)(sinβ + µ cosβ)
(8)

In the formula, γc is the friction angle, (◦); dl is the rotating
diameter of coal particles, mm. By substituting formula 8 into
formula 5, formulas 9 and 10 can be obtained as follows:

Fx =
100((cosβ − µ sinβ) cos γcdtvmSr

πn2dl sinβ sin(β + γc)(sinβ + µ cosβ)
(9)

Fy =
100cosβdtvmSr

πn2dl sinβ sin(β + γc)
(10)

Thus far, it can be concluded that the force movement of
coal particles on the pick is affected by the complex com-
bination of multiple parameters, such as pick angle β, hub
diameter dt and drum speed n.

In addition, the movement process of coal particles on the
blade is analyzed (and when there are too many coal particles,
blockage may occur, which may affect the coal mining rate).
The contact and separation motion between the cut coal
and the drum blade is expressed by the Markov stochastic
process method, and the falling process is expressed by the
Kolmogorov differential-difference equation [27], that is,

dPNb (t)
dt

= −γNbPNb (t)+ γNb−1PNb−1(t) (11)

In the formula, Nf is a random value representing the
number of coal particles on the drum blade at time t1.
PNb (t) is the probability of the random value Nf being set

to the integer value Nb, that is, γNb is a constant.
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FIGURE 3. A sketch of the drum blade.

The diffusion behavior of coal particles on the drum blade
(Fig. 3) is finally expressed by the Kolmogorov equation,
which is as follows:

∂M
∂t
= −v

∂M
∂L
+ c1

∂2M
∂L2
+
c2
R
∂

R

(
R
∂M
∂R

)
(12)

The above formula describes the movement behavior of
discrete coal particles on the drum blade during the random
diffusion process. M is the total mass of coal between dif-
ferent blades, kg; t is the working time, s; V is the velocity
of coal particles along the axis of the drum, m/s; c1 is the
movement coefficient of coal particles along the axis of the
drum, c2 is the radial movement coefficient of coal particles
along the drum, L is the coordinate corresponding to the axial
dimension of the shearer drum, R is the coordinate corre-
sponding to the radial dimension of the shearer drum, and
c1 and c2 are affected by the geometrical size of the particle
and the rotational speed of the drum. However, considering
the relatively harsh mining environment, the rotation of the
drum destroys the continuity of particle behavior [5]. There-
fore, the movement form of coal particles at cutting time
and the movement form of coal particles on the drum blade
are affected by many factors. This paper studies the main
factors affecting the coal mining rate and cutting specific
energy consumption: drum speed, drum hub diameter and
pick elevation angle.

III. STUDY OF THE WORKING PERFORMANCE
OF THE SHEARER BASED ON EDEM
A. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE GEOMETRIC MODEL
AND COAL AND ROCK MATERIALS
In view of the weak modeling ability of the discrete element
software EDEM itself, the simulation research based on the
discrete element method only needs to import the exter-
nal geometry that contacts the coal particle into [14], [28],
[29]. To ensure the efficiency of the simulation calculation,
the geometric dimensions of the MG160/375-QWD shearer
drum were measured, and the simplified shearer drum was
modeled by UG software (Fig. 4).

The coal wall cut by the shearer in the actual working
process contains coal and rock. Therefore, to more accurately

FIGURE 4. UG model of the shearer drum.

FIGURE 5. Coal and rock samples.

analyze the coal mining rate and cutting specific energy
consumption, the artificial coal wall is made by mixing coal
powder, rock and water at a ratio of 5:2:1 [30]. The resulting
coal and rock samples are shown in Fig. 5.

B. PARTICLE MODEL TESTING AND DISCRETE ELEMENT
METHOD SIMULATION
According to the collapse test, the angle of repose of coal
and rock particles is tested, and the results of the angle of
repose test are input to the online testing tool of the EDEM
official website to obtain the relevant data of the physical and
mechanical properties of coal and rock particles. Based on the
literature, the physical and mechanical properties of coal and
rock particles and pick, blade and roller are set up, as shown
in Tables 1 and 2 [31]–[34].

TABLE 1. Physical characteristics.
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TABLE 2. Mechanical properties.

Although the Hertz-MindLin (no slip) built-in model is
known as the contact model between coal and rock particles
and the pick, in view of the small bonding effect between coal
and rock particles, the JKR contactmodel in EDEMcan better
complete the bonding of particles. To ensure that the selected
contact model is more suitable for the particles studied and
achieve the effect of coal crushing and mining, the JKR con-
tact model is developed by secondary programming using the
application programming interface (API). Under the impact
of the pick on the coal body based on the discrete element
method, the X, Y and Z directions of tensile fracture and shear
fracture between particles are as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

FIGURE 6. Tensile fracture between coal and rock particles.
(a) X-directional view of tensile fracture. (b) Y-directional view of tensile
fracture. (c) Z-directional view of tensile fracture.

From Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, it can be seen that the contact model
developed by the API can better realize the mining process
of coal and rock particles being broken by using different
colors to mark the tensile fracture and shear fracture of coal
and rock particles in the X, Y and Z directions. To better
verify the feasibility of particle breakage simulation by the
discrete element method and the compiled JKR model, the
coal breakage by the pick is analyzed from a macroscopic
point of view. In the discrete element software, the cutter is
ordered to collide with the coal and rock mass with a certain
motion, as shown in Fig. 8 (a). When the cutting force of
the pick exceeds the bonding force between particles (the
bonding force is obtained by simulation and experimental
calibration, and the result is 1.9 × 106 N) [35], the coal
and rock mass is broken as shown in Fig. 8 (b), in which

FIGURE 7. Shear fracture between coal and rock particles.
(a) X-directional view of shear fracture. (b) Y-directional view of shear
fracture. (c) Z-directional view of shear fracture.

FIGURE 8. Coal and rock fragmentation. (a) Contact between the pick and
coal and rock mass. (b) Coal and rock fragmentation.

different colors represent the different velocities of coal and
rock particles.

From Fig. 8, it can be seen that, when the pick impacts the
coal and rock mass at a certain speed, with the increase of the
cut-in depth, the coal and rock mass continue to break up, and
the bonding between the particles is thoroughly destroyed.
Then, the coal and rock particles show the phenomenon of
falling off, and the remaining coal and rock mass continue
to be cut. In addition, the process is consistent with Evans’
theory of fragmentation [36].
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The above research proves the feasibility of using the
compiled contact model to study the fragmentation of the
discrete element method from both micro and macro perspec-
tives. Therefore, the contact model between coal and rock
particles is set as the developed JKR contact model. In EDEM
software, 2.6 × 108 coal and rock granules are produced
by adding granular factories. Among them, the radius of
coal and rock granules obeys a normal distribution with a
standard deviation of 0.171 and mean of 28 mm. All coal
and rock granules form coal walls in the form of stacking and
extrusion. The entire construction of the coal wall is com-
pleted in 10 s after the beginning of the simulation [37]–[39].
The three-dimensional model of the shearer established by
UG is imported into the discrete element software EDME to
study the discrete element method of the coal mining process
(Fig. 9). In addition, according to the relevant requirements of
coal mining technology, the Grid Bin Group corresponding
to the size of the scraper conveyor is set under the shearer,
and the coal and rock particles falling into it are divided into
network statistics. The simulation after all of the settings is
shown in Fig. 10.

FIGURE 9. Shearer in EDEM software.

C. FACTORS AND INDICATORS OF THE SIMULATION TEST
The evaluation indexes of the working performance of the
shearer in this study include the coal mining rate (C) and
specific energy consumption of cutting (J). The mining
rate (C) is:

C =
nc
N

(13)

In the formula, C is the coal mining rate; nc is the number
of coal and rock particles falling into the corresponding mesh
of the scraper conveyor size; and N is the number of coal and
rock particles in the cut coal wall [40].

The specific energy consumption of cutting (J) is:

J =
ρctnTc

9550× 3600mc
(14)

FIGURE 10. Cutting state of particle statistics at a time.

TABLE 3. Factor horizontal coding.

In the formula, ρc is the density of coal and rock particles,
kg/m3; t is the working time of the shearer, s; n is the speed of
the shearer drum, r/min; Tc is the drum torque of the shearer;
and mc is the quality of the cut coal and rock, kg.

According to the above theoretical analysis and previ-
ous research, reasonable control of the range of test factors
is repeated 20 times per test. The average value of each
test is taken as the test result. The factor level coding is
shown in Table 3, and the test scheme and results are shown
in Table 4.

D. MINING RATE
Aquadratic regression equationmodel is established by using
the discrete element method simulation results of the coal
mining rate in Table 4 with SPSS software.

C = −171.997+ 3.293X1 + 0.916X2 + 0.586X3
− 0.003X1X2 + 0.005X1X3 − 0.004X2X3 − 0.021X2

1

− 0.001X2
2 + 0.013X2

3

Nonlinear regression analysis of the coal mining rate is car-
ried out (Table 5).

Looking in the F table yields F0.01(10, 13) = 4.10, F =
24637.621 > F0.01(10, 13), so the regression equation is
significant.

The three-dimensional contour map of the factors stud-
ied is obtained by programming with MATLAB as shown
in Fig. 11.
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TABLE 4. Test scheme and results.

TABLE 5. Testing table of the regression equation of the mining rate.

Fig. 11 shows that, when the drum speed is fixed at the
zero level and the diameter of the drum hub increases grad-
ually, the coal mining rate increases sharply at first and then
decreases slowly. When the drum diameter is fixed at the zero
level, the coal mining rate increases first and then decreases
when the drum speed begins to increase gradually. When the
hub diameter is fixed at the zero level, with the increase of
the pick lift angle, the coal mining rate shows a slow rising
phenomenon; when the pick lift angle is fixed at the zero
level, with the increase of the hub diameter, the coal mining
rate shows a sharp rise first and then a slow decline. When
the drum speed is fixed at the zero level, with the increase
of the pick lift angle, the coal mining rate shows a slow
decline; when the pick lift angle is fixed at the zero level,
with the increase of the drum speed, the coal mining rate
shows a phenomenon of first rising and then falling. Through
the quadratic regression equation model and Fig. 11, it can
be seen that the order of the three factors influencing the
notability of the shearer mining rate in the test range is as
follows: the drum speed has the greatest influence on the
mining rate, the drum hub diameter takes second place, and
the pick angle has the least influence on the mining rate. The

FIGURE 11. Isogram of the mining rate. (a) Pick angle at zero level.
(b) Hub diameter at zero level. (c) Drum speed at zero level.

results provide a theoretical reference and basis for future
research and improvement of the coal mining rate in actual
production and rational selection of the shearer drum speed,
drum hub diameter, and pick angle; a new method and idea
for researching the shearer coal mining rate are also provided.

E. SPECIFIC ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF CUTTING
Aquadratic regression equationmodel is established by using
the discrete element method simulation results of the specific
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energy consumption of cutting in Table 4with SPSS software.

J = 9862.171− 98.518X1 − 29.326X2 − 2.011X3
+ 0.098X1X2 − 0.472X1X3 + 0.215X2X3 + 0.581X2

1

+ 0.029X2
2 − 0.996X2

3

Nonlinear regression analysis of the specific energy con-
sumption of cutting was carried out (Table 6).

TABLE 6. Checklist of regression equations for the cutting specific energy
consumption.

Looking in the F table yields F0.01(10, 13) = 4.10,
F = 293.971 > F0.01(10, 13), so the regression equation is
significant.

MATLABwas used to draw the three-dimensional contour
map shown in Fig. 12.

Analysis of Fig. 12 shows that, when the drum speed
is fixed at the zero level and the diameter of the drum
hub increases gradually, the specific energy consumption of
cutting decreases sharply at first and then slowly increases
to a flat level; when the diameter of the hub is fixed at
the zero level, the rotational speed of the drum increases
gradually, and the cutting specific energy consumption first
decreases and then increases. When the hub diameter is fixed
at the zero level, the cutting specific energy consumption
increases slightly at first and then decreases slightly when
the lift angle of the pick begins to increase gradually. When
the lift angle of the pick is fixed at the zero level, the hub
diameter increases gradually, and the cutting specific energy
consumption decreases sharply at first and then increases
slowly. When the rotary speed of the drum is fixed at the zero
level, the specific energy consumption of cutting increases
slightly at first and then decreases slightly when the lifting
angle of the pick begins to increase gradually. When the
lifting angle of the pick is fixed at the zero level, the rotary
speed of the drum increases gradually, and the specific energy
consumption of cutting decreases sharply at first and then
increases slowly. Through the quadratic regression equation
model and Fig. 12, it can be seen that the order of the three
factors influencing the notable energy consumption of shearer
cutting ratio in the test range is as follows: the drum speed has
the greatest influence on the energy consumption of cutting
ratio, the hub diameter takes second place, and the pick angle
has the least influence on the energy consumption of cutting
ratio. The results provide theoretical reference and basis for
future research and reduction of the specific energy consump-
tion in actual production and rational selection of the shearer
drum speed, hub diameter, and pick angle; a new method and
idea for researching the specific energy consumption of the
shearer are also provided.

FIGURE 12. Isogram of the specific energy consumption for
truncation. (a) Pick angle at zero level. (b) Hub diameter at zero level.
(c) Drum speed at zero level.

F. PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION OF THE SHEARER
A constraint function is suggested through the regression
equation of the design criterion of the fully mechanized min-
ing area and the evaluation index of the shearer performance:

F(max) = C − J

s.t.


40r/min ≤ X1 ≤ 80r/min
230mm ≤ X2 ≤ 430mm
12◦ ≤ X3 ≤ 24◦

(15)
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FIGURE 13. Different hub diameters. (a) Hub diameter is 230 mm. (b) Hub
diameter is 270 mm. (c) Hub diameter is 330 mm. (d) Hub diameter is
390 mm. (e) Hub diameter is 430 mm.

The optimization process is carried out by the nonlinear
optimization function fmincon and a program in MATLAB.
Finally, the drum speed after rounding is 74.1 r/min, the hub
diameter after rounding is 321.8 mm, and the pick lift angle
after rounding is 22.3◦. Under these conditions, the simula-
tion validation test is carried out, and the results show that
the coal mining rate is 80.71% and that the cutting specific
energy consumption is 585.64 w · h/m3.

IV. TEST VERIFICATION
When the lift angle of the pick is 18◦ and the diameter of
the hub is 230 mm, 270 mm, 330 mm, 390 mm and 430 mm
(Fig. 13), the shearer’s motor speed is 40 r/min, 48 r/min,
60 r/min, 72 r/min and 80 r/min, respectively, by means of
the frequency converter so that the shearer can carry out
the mining test on the artificial coal wall (it was previously
introduced that the artificial coal wall is made by mixing
coal powder, rock, and water in a 5:2:1 ratio) (Fig. 14).
The results of the experiment and simulation are shown in
Fig. 15 and Fig. 16.

From Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, it can be seen that, with the
increase of the rotational speed, the change trends of the test
and simulation coal mining rate and cutting specific energy
consumption are basically the same under different hub diam-
eters. When the rotational speed is different or the diameter
of the hub is different, the coal mining rate obtained by the
test is slightly smaller than that obtained by the simulation.
The main reason for this phenomenon is that, because there
are many crevices in each mechanism of the test bed, it is
impossible to clean up completely and measure the quality
of all the coal and rock falling into the scraper conveyor.

FIGURE 14. Shearer mining artificial coal wall.

FIGURE 15. Bench test and discrete element method simulation of the
coal mining rate.

Therefore, the coal mining rate obtained by the test mining
is slightly smaller than that obtained by the simulation. With
the same hub diameter, when the speed is lower than 72 r/min,
the simulation and experimental coal recovery rates increase
with the increase of shearer speed. When the rotational speed
is higher than 72 r/min, with the increase of the shearer rota-
tional speed, the simulation and experimental mining rates
gradually decrease, and the maximum difference between the
test and simulation mining rates is 1.71%. When the rota-
tional speed is different or the diameter of the hub is different,
the cutting specific energy consumption obtained by the test
is slightly larger than that obtained by the simulation. The
main reason for this phenomenon is that there are errors
in the processing of the diameter of the hub in the test; it
cannot reach the set value completely, and there is friction
between the transmission components of each mechanism in
the transmission process. Cutting coal and rock of the same
volume is formed, and the specific energy consumption of
the test cutting is slightly larger than that of the simulation
cutting. Under the same hub diameter, when the speed is
lower than 72 r/min, the specific energy consumptions of
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FIGURE 16. Bench test and discrete element method simulation of the
specific energy consumption of cutting.

the simulation and test cutting decrease with the increase of
shearer speed. When the speed of the shearer is higher than
72 r/min, the shearer speed increases continuously, and the
specific energy consumptions of the simulation and test cuts
increase gradually. The maximum difference between the test
and simulation results is 55.65 w.h/m3. The two results are
basically in agreement, which proves the feasibility of study-
ing the shearer’s coal mining rate and energy consumption by
the discrete element method.

V. CONCLUSION
To improve the shearer’s mining rate and reduce the specific
energy consumption of cutting, the optimal combination of
motion parameters and geometric parameters of the shearer
is studied by using the discrete element method. Through
the analysis of the movement model of coal particles on the
pick and blade, the main factors affecting the coal mining
rate and cutting specific energy consumption are determined:
the rotational speed of the drum, the diameter of the hub,
and the lift angle of the pick. The feasibility of using the
compiled JKR contact model for coal and rock fragmentation
is analyzed by EDEM discrete element software. EDEM
numerical simulation provides a new idea and method for
the study of shearer mining efficiency and energy consump-
tion, which has important theoretical significance and strong
engineering application value. In addition, the regression
equation of the coal mining rate and cutting specific energy
consumption is established, and the corresponding response
surface is obtained. It is concluded that the drum speed has
the greatest influence on the coal mining rate, that the drum
hub diameter takes second place and that the pick lift angle
has the least effect on the coal mining rate; the drum speed has
the greatest influence on the cutting specific energy consump-
tion, the drum hub diameter takes second place, and the pick
lift angle has the least effect on the cutting specific energy

consumption. By optimizing the energy consumption of the
coal mining rate and cutting ratio, the optimal combination of
parameters after shearer rounding is obtained: the rotational
speed of the drum is 74.1 r/min, the diameter of the drum
hub is 321.8 mm, the angle of the pick lift is 22.3◦, the coal
mining rate is 80.71%, and the specific energy consumption
of cutting is 585.64 w.h/m3. According to the comparison
of the bench test and EDEM virtual simulation test results,
there are some deviations in numerical value between the
simulation and test results, but the change trends and the
relationship between them are consistent. Therefore, it is
feasible to use the discrete element method to analyze and
optimize the energy consumption of the shearer’s mining rate
and cutting ratio, and the research results provide a theoretical
reference and basis for the rational design and selection of the
shearer’s motion parameters and geometric parameters in the
future.
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